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Abstract

In massive machine-type communications (mMTC), an immense number of wireless devices communicate autonomously
to provide users with ubiquitous access to information and services. The current 4G LTE-A cellular system and its
Internet of Things (IoT) implementation, the narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), present appealing options for the interconnec-
tion of these wireless devices. However, severe congestion may arise whenever a massive number of highly-synchronized
access requests occur. Consequently, access control schemes, such as the access class barring (ACB), have become a
major research topic. In the latter, the precise selection of the barring parameters in a real-time fashion is needed to
maximize performance, but is hindered by numerous characteristics and limitations of the current cellular systems. In
this paper, we present a novel ACB configuration (ACBC) scheme that can be directly implemented at the cellular base
stations. In our ACBC scheme, we calculate the ratio of idle to total available resources, which then serves as the input
to an adaptive filtering algorithm. The main objective of the latter is to enhance the selection of the barring parameters
by reducing the effect of the inherent randomness of the system. Results show that our ACBC scheme greatly enhances
the performance of the system during periods of high congestion. In addition, the increase in the access delay during
periods of light traffic load is minimal.

Keywords: Access class barring (ACB); adaptive filters; Internet of Things (IoT); LTE-A; massive machine-type
communications (mMTC).

1. Introduction

Machine-type communications (MTC) stands for the
autonomous exchange of data between devices. This novel
paradigm enables a myriad of applications such as smart
metering, fleet management, traffic optimization, e-health
care, and vehicle control [1, 2]. As such, achieving efficient
MTC is essential to attain a resilient Internet of Things
(IoT).

Due to the proliferation of MTC applications, the
number of interconnected wireless devices has sharply in-
creased in recent years, and will continue to do so in the
near future. For example, the projected number of wire-
less MTC devices by 2020 is around 3.3 billion [3]. Such a
high number of wireless devices poses important challenges
on the signaling capabilities of relaying networks. Hence,
supporting massive MTC (mMTC) is one of the pillars of
5G [1, 4].

Nowadays, the 4G LTE-A cellular system is an ap-
pealing option for the interconnection of wireless devices
(known as user equipments, UEs) in MTC applications be-
cause its infrastructure has already been widely deployed,
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and it can meet with high QoS requirements [5]. The cur-
rent 4G cellular system will be the base of future 5G net-
works. Therefore, significant efforts have been made to ef-
ficiently support mMTC in LTE-A. These have led to the
development of the narrowband IoT standard (NB-IoT).

NB-IoT is a low-power wide-area (LPWA) implementa-
tion in the LTE-A cellular base stations (known as evolved
NodeBs, eNBs) that aims to support mMTC by providing
great power efficiency, low bandwidth utilization, and en-
hanced coverage at a reduced hardware cost. For instance,
NB-IoT devices are expected to remain active for up to
ten years without the need of battery replacements and to
communicate at a distance of up to ten kilometers from
the eNBs [6]. Nevertheless, the procedure to access the
eNB in traditional LTE-A and in NB-IoT is similar.

Specifically, UEs in both LTE-A and NB-IoT shift from
idle to connected mode by means of the random access
(RA) procedure [7–9]. It is a four-message handshake that
comprises preamble transmission (only permitted during
random access opportunities, RAOs), random access re-
sponse (RAR), connection request, and contention resolu-
tion messages.

The RA procedure is described in detail in Section 3,
still it is important to presently introduce the idea that the
first two messages, preamble transmission and RAR, are
the main bottlenecks of the RA procedure. Conversely,
the RA procedure rarely fails after a RAR has been re-
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ceived because connection request and contention resolu-
tion messages are sent through dedicated resources and
are protected with robust automatic repeat request (ARQ)
mechanisms.

Specifically, the signaling capacity of an eNB is limited
by the number of available preambles and by the number
of uplink grants that can be sent per RAR message. That
is, preambles are orthogonal sequences that are selected
randomly by the accessing UEs. Hence, collisions occur
when multiple UEs select and transmit the same pream-
ble at the same RAO. On the other hand, uplink grants
are sent in response to the successful transmission of an
specific preamble and only the UEs that receive an uplink
grant can continue with the RA procedure.

Studies have shown that the signaling capacity of an
eNB can be easily exceeded when a bulk of UEs transmit in
a highly synchronized manner, which is a typical behavior
in mMTC applications that leads to severe congestion [10–
13]. Congestion caused by mMTC applications is a serious
problem, as the rapid increase in the number of deployed
MTC devices will undoubtedly increase the frequency and
severity of congestion in the near future. As a consequence,
the development of efficient access control schemes is a hot
research topic [14–19].

Among the numerous access control schemes that have
been proposed in the literature, the access class barring
(ACB) is one of the most promising; hence, it has been in-
cluded in the LTE-A Radio Resource Control (RRC) spec-
ifications [7]. The ACB scheme redistributes the UE access
attempts through time. For this, each UE may delay the
beginning of its RA procedure according to the barring
parameters: barring rate and mean barring time. These
parameters are broadcast periodically through the System
Information Block Type 2 (SIB2) message. That is, upon
arrival, the UEs are allowed to begin the RA procedure
(i.e., perform their first preamble transmission at the next
RAO) with a probability equal to the barring rate. Oth-
erwise, the beginning of the RA procedure is randomly
delayed according to the mean barring time. The ACB
scheme is explained in detail in Section 3, yet it is impor-
tant to emphasize that only the UEs that have not yet
performed their first preamble transmission are subject to
the ACB scheme [16, 20, 21].

By implementing the ACB scheme, sporadic periods
of congestion can be relieved in exchange for a longer ac-
cess delay if the barring parameters are correctly config-
ured. This is true even if barring parameters remain fixed
throughout the congestion period [13, 16, 18, 22]. How-
ever, congestion is a transitory phenomenon, so an optimal
performance can only be obtained by continuously adapt-
ing the barring parameters to the traffic intensity. Doing
otherwise would increase the access delay of UEs during in-
tervals of low signaling traffic intensity (i.e., under normal
operating conditions where no congestion occurs) and fail
to relieve congestion episodes that are more severe than
expected.

Numerous methods to continuously adapt the barring

parameters have been proposed in the literature [17, 23–
25]. Throughout this paper we refer to these methods
simply as ACB configuration (ACBC) schemes. In theory,
some of these schemes can achieve a near-optimal perfor-
mance. That is, maximize the utilization of resources and
guarantee the access of the vast majority of the UEs to the
eNB. However, up to now, such a high performance has
only been obtained by assuming an idealized ACB scheme
and by setting extremely precise barring parameters, for
which complex processes and bold assumptions are often-
times needed. As a consequence, these ACBC schemes
cannot be implemented in the current cellular systems.

In the practice, the development of an ACBC scheme
capable of adapting its parameters in a real-time fashion
is a challenging task [25] that is mainly hindered by:

1. The limited information available at the eNB regard-
ing the number of contending UEs: The eNB ignores
the number of contending UEs at a given time, the
exact number of UEs deployed within the cell and,
clearly, the distribution that the UE accesses will fol-
low before these occur. After each RAO, the eNB is
clearly aware of the number of successful accesses,
but the number of failed accesses may not be known
as several causes for an access failure exist. Please
refer to [16] for more details on this matter. There-
fore, the eNB can only approximate the number of
UEs deployed in a cell based on the number of UEs
registered previously and the number of successful
accesses at each RAO. Needless to say, the accuracy
of such an approximation will suffer.

2. The delay of notification mechanisms: The barring
parameters are broadcast through the SIB2, whose
period is much longer than the period of RAOs.
Therefore, it is not possible to set precise barring
parameters in a RAO-by-RAO basis.

3. The selectivity of the ACB scheme: Only the UEs
that have not yet begun the RA procedure are sub-
ject to the ACB scheme. That is, those who have
not yet performed their first preamble transmission.
Once a UE has transmitted its first preamble, it is
no longer subject to the ACB scheme [7, 21].

In this paper, we present an adaptive ACBC scheme
that can be directly implemented in current cellular sys-
tems. Our ACBC scheme relies on the number of UEs that
successfully complete the RA procedure and in an adap-
tive filtering process to adjust the barring parameters to
the perceived signaling traffic intensity. The main objec-
tive of the filtering process is to enhance the selection of
the barring rate by reducing the effect of the inherent ran-
domness of the distribution of UE accesses and of the RA
procedure. The contributions of our ACBC scheme are as
follows.

1. It effectively operates with minimal information re-
garding the signaling traffic intensity. In fact, only
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the number of successful accesses per RAO and the
total amount of available resources are needed to
accurately set the barring parameters. These are
clearly known by the eNB.

2. It efficiently tolerates the long periodicity of the
SIB2. As mentioned above, the barring parameters
are exclusively broadcast through the SIB2, whose
shortest period is 80 ms, as defined in the specifi-
cations [7]. In a typical configuration of the Physi-
cal Random Access Channel (PRACH), RAOs occur
once every 5 ms. Therefore, the period of the SIB2 is
typically 16 times longer than the period of RAOs [7].

3. It successfully configures the barring parameters of
the ACB scheme as defined in the RRC specifica-
tion [7]. Hence, it efficiently relieves congestion given
that the ACB scheme only affects the UEs that have
not yet begun the RA procedure.

Our ACBC scheme incorporates the simple and robust
least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm to continuously adapt
the filter weights. Concretely, two different configurations
of the LMS are considered. The first one is a typical
adaptive line enhancer (ALE) configuration, whose pur-
pose is to remove a wideband noise from a narrowband
information-bearing signal. The second one is a novel twist
on the typical ALE configuration. Preliminary results on
the performance analysis of our ACBC scheme with this
second configuration can be found in [26].

We assess the performance of our ACBC scheme by
means of the idealized scheme with full state information
presented by Duan et al. [17]; it was also used for bench-
mark purposes in their work. This scheme cannot be im-
plemented in LTE-A but serves as an upper bound to the
performance of ACBC schemes. Results show that a re-
markable performance can be obtained by implementing
our ACBC scheme with either of the two adaptive filter
configurations. For instance, the probability of success-
fully completing the RA procedure during periods of con-
gestion can go from a poor 31.3 percent with no imple-
mented ACB scheme to more than 95 percent with our
ACBC scheme. In addition, the difference in the access
delay of UEs when compared to the benchmark scheme
under these conditions is minor. Moreover, the access de-
lay is not affected during periods of no congestion. These
characteristics make our ACBC scheme an efficient solu-
tion to the congestion caused by mMTC applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The state
of the art on ACBC schemes is presented in Section 2.
The ACB scheme and the RA procedure of LTE-A as de-
fined in the protocol specifications are described in detail
in Section 3. Next, our novel ACBC scheme is presented
in Section 4, where the employed adaptive algorithms and
configurations are also thoroughly described. The scenar-
ios, the benchmark scheme, and the methodology for the
performance evaluation of our ACBC scheme are charac-
terized in Section 5. Relevant numerical results are pre-

sented and discussed in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

2. Related work

One of the most promising and widespread approaches
to implement an ACBC scheme is to estimate the total
number of contending UEs. With such an approach, an
optimal barring rate can be selected. The optimal barring
rate is typically defined as the barring rate that maximizes
the expected number of preambles transmitted by exactly
one UE per RAO [27]. For instance, a closed-form approx-
imate solution to the problem of obtaining the optimal
barring rate is presented in [27].

Following this line, a pseudo-Bayesian ACBC scheme
is proposed in [28]. In this scheme, the number of idle
preambles is used to estimate the number of active UEs
and, hence, select an optimal barring rate at each RAO.
The use of a Kalman filter is proposed in [23] to enhance
the accuracy of the estimation of the number of contending
UEs at each RAO. While this study only considers the first
step of the RA procedure, preamble transmission, the idea
of using adaptive filters for this purpose is promising.

Duan et al. presented an ACBC scheme [17] in which
the number of successful and idle preambles (i.e., not
transmitted by any UE), along with the total number of
previously registered UEs, are used to estimate the num-
ber of contending UEs. With this information, the optimal
barring rate at each RAO is calculated. An extension of
this latter scheme is also provided to dynamically select
the number of available preambles allocated to MTC de-
vices.

Abbas et al. [19] present an ACBC scheme that resem-
bles the ACBC scheme with fixed preambles presented by
Duan et al. [17] and additionally incorporates the assign-
ment of different barring rates for different groups of UEs
based on their delay requirements. As we will observe in
Section 6, the access delay of UEs under any ACB scheme
and during periods of congestion is only suitable for delay
tolerant applications, even when the optimal barring pa-
rameters are selected. Hence, the potential delay gains of
using different barring parameters for different groups of
UEs are minimal.

The performance of the above mentioned ACBC
schemes is typically compared with that of idealized so-
lutions that exploit the benefits of having full state in-
formation and can make a priori decisions [17, 23, 27].
Clearly, these full state information solutions cannot be
implemented but provide an upper bound to the perfor-
mance of the ACB scheme. In this paper we also compare
the performance of our ACBC scheme with that of the
idealized and full state information scheme presented by
Duan et al. [17].

Results presented in [17, 23, 27] show that the perfor-
mance of the proposed ACBC schemes is close to that of
the idealized solution. Nevertheless, these ACBC schemes
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cannot be implemented in current cellular networks be-
cause were developed based on an idealized ACB scheme
in which: 1) every UE is subject to the ACB scheme, even
after the beginning of the RA procedure and 2) the bar-
ring rate is calculated and broadcast by the eNB at each
RAO.

Yet another factor that hinders the implementation of
the ACBC schemes mentioned above is that, in order to
accurately approximate the number of contending UEs,
the eNB must be aware of the number of preambles trans-
mitted by exactly one UE and also of at least one of the
following: 1) the number of preambles not transmitted by
any UE (i.e., idle preambles); or 2) the number of pream-
bles transmitted by more than one UE (i.e., collisions). In
a real world implementation, this information may not be
available and the reasons for this are manifold. The inter-
ested reader is referred to studies such as [11, 16, 25] for
more information on this matter.

De Andrade et al. [25] proposed and evaluated the per-
formance of an ACBC scheme, along with several other
access control schemes. The presented schemes consider
the delay of each notification mechanism and their per-
formance is assessed in terms of numerous KPIs. Results
show that their ACBC scheme leads to the highest suc-
cess probability (i.e., the probability to successfully com-
plete the RA procedure) under a highly congested sce-
nario. Nevertheless, the obtained success probability is
lower than 0.8.

Finally, Tello-Oquendo et al. [29] presented an ACBC
scheme that incorporates a reinforcement learning tech-
nique. The proposed ACBC scheme may indeed be im-
plemented in cellular networks as it was designed with the
restrictions described above. For instance, the shortest pe-
riod of the SIB2 was considered. On the other hand, the
results obtained with this ACBC scheme were not entirely
satisfactory. That is, a sufficiently high success proba-
bility can be obtained with this ACBC scheme under a
highly congested scenario, but the access delay is more
than 25 percent longer when compared to a near-optimal
implementation of the ACB with fixed parameters.

Results presented by de Andrade et al. [25] and by
Tello-Oquendo et al. [29] showcase the difficulty of design-
ing ACBC schemes and the impact that the delay of no-
tification mechanisms have on performance. As will be
shown in Section 4, our ACBC scheme can be directly im-
plemented in cellular networks as it considers each and
every one of the system limitations and can lead to a suc-
cess probability higher than 95 percent.

3. Random access in LTE-A

In this section, we describe the ACB scheme and the
contention-based RA procedure as defined in the specifi-
cations [7–9]. A brief description of these is provided in
Fig. 1.

In order to switch from idle to connected mode, the
UEs first acquire the network configuration parameters;

RAR window

ACB

UEseNB

RA procedure

SIB2

Preamble

processing

RAR

Connection request

Contention resolution

processing

processing

Figure 1: Random access (RA) in LTE-A: ACB scheme and RA
procedure

then, they continue to the ACB scheme and, finally, the
RA procedure. The network operates in a time-slotted
channel in which the minimum unit for scheduling is the
subframe.

The configuration parameters are broadcast by the
eNB through the System Information Blocks (SIBs).
The SIB1 includes, among other parameters, the peri-
odicity of other SIBs in the parameter si-Periodicity ∈
{80, 160, . . . , 5120}ms [7]. The SIB2 includes some basic
parameters such as the periodicity of the time/frequency
resources in which preamble transmissions are allowed trao
(known as random access opportunities, RAOs). The SIB2
also includes the barring parameters [7, 9, 12, 13].

Upon arrival, the UEs are subject to the ACB scheme
and are divided into access classes (ACs) 0 to 15 according
to their traffic characteristics. Each UE belongs to one out
of the ten normal ACs (from ACs 0 to 9), and can also
belong to one or more out of the high-priority categories
(AC 10 is for emergency calls and ACs 11 to 15 are special
ACs). The jth SIB2 transmission includes a barring rate
pacb( j) and a mean barring time tacb( j) that are applied
to all ACs 0 to 9, and to one or more of the ACs 10 to 15.
The list of the high-priority categories that are subject to
the ACB scheme is also included in the SIB2 [7].

UEs subject to the ACB scheme must perform a bar-
ring check before initiating the RA procedure (i.e., before
the transmission of their first preamble) as described in
Algorithm 1 [7, 8].

UEs that succeed in the barring check are no longer
subject to the ACB scheme [21] and proceed to perform
the RA procedure as follows.

Preamble (Msg1): Each UE randomly selects one
out of the r available preambles and sends it towards
the eNB in a RAO through the random access channel
(RACH). Preambles in LTE-A are orthogonal (i.e., Zadoff-
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Algorithm 1 Access class barring (ACB) scheme.

1: repeat
2: Select the mean barring time tacb( j) and barring rate

pacb( j) broadcast by the eNB in the jth SIB2.
3: Generate U [0, 1) ≡ a random number with uniform

distribution between 0 and 1.
4: if U [0, 1) ≤ pacb( j) then
5: Initiate the RA procedure.
6: else
7: Generate a new U [0, 1).
8: Select the barring time as

tbarred =
(
0.7 + 0.6U [0, 1)

)
tacb( j). (1)

9: Wait for tbarred.
10: end if
11: until the RA procedure is initiated.

Chu) sequences, whereas in NB-IoT these are orthogonal
single-tone frequency-hopping patterns. Therefore, multi-
ple UEs can access the eNB in the same RAO using dif-
ferent preambles. The eNB decodes the preambles trans-
mitted with sufficient power by exactly one UE.

On the other hand, two possible outcomes exist when
the same preamble is transmitted by multiple UEs. In the
first one, a collision occurs and the eNB does not decode
the transmitted preamble. In the second one, the eNB
correctly decodes the transmitted preamble. In this study
we assume that the eNB only decodes preambles trans-
mitted by exactly one UE; hereafter we refer to these as
successful preambles. This assumption goes in line with
the 3GPP recommendations for the performance analysis
of the RACH [10] and with most of the literature [11, 22–
24, 30–32]. The interested reader may refer to [16] for
more details on the multiple causes for these two different
outcomes, along with the two main assumptions related to
the RA procedure and their impact on performance.

Processing the preambles at the eNB takes two sub-
frames. After this period, the UE begins to wait for a
RA response (RAR) window of length wrar subframes to
receive a RAR message from the eNB.

RAR (Msg2): The eNB computes an identifier for
each successfully decoded preamble and sends the RAR
message through the physical downlink control channel
(PDCCH). It includes, among other data, uplink grants
for the transmission of Msg3. There can be up to one RAR
message in each subframe, but it may contain several up-
link grants; each of which is associated to a successfully
decoded preamble.

The PDCCH resources are limited, so a maximum of
nug uplink grants can be sent within a RAR window.
Specifically, up to three uplink grants can be sent per sub-
frame in a RAR message; hence, the number of available

uplink grants per RAR window is given as nug = 3wrar.
Connection request (Msg3): After receiving the

corresponding uplink grant, the UEs adjust their uplink
transmission time according to the received time alignment
and schedule the transmission of the connection request
message, Msg3, to the eNB through dedicated resources.

Contention resolution (Msg4): The eNB transmits
a contention resolution message in response to each re-
ceived Msg3. If a UE does not receive Msg4 within a
predefined time window known as the Contention Reso-
lution Timer, then it declares a failure in the contention
resolution and schedules a new preamble transmission.

The maximum number of allowed preamble transmis-
sions for each UE is broadcast by the eNB through the
SIB2 [7]. Whenever an access attempt fails (e.g., due to a
preamble collision) and, if the maximum number of pream-
ble transmissions has not been reached, the UE waits for
a random backoff time (determined by the backoff indica-
tor); then randomly selects and transmits a new preamble
(Msg1 ) at the next RAO.

The RA procedure in NB-IoT is greatly similar to that
in LTE-A with a few minor exceptions [33]. Concretely,
the single difference between NB-IoT and LTE-A that has
an impact on performance is that up to three coverage en-
hancement (CE) levels can be defined in NB-IoT (CE levels
zero, one, and two). The CE level of a given UE defines
the number of preamble repetitions to be performed one
after another per each access attempt. Concretely, only
one repetition performed at CE level zero, and the num-
ber of preamble repetitions increases with the CE level.
Preamble repetitions are meant to reduce the probability
of an access failure due to wireless channel errors [34, 35].
It is also important to mention that the preambles assigned
to each CE may be different.

Every UE belongs to CE level zero unless the quality
of the measured reference signals sent by the eNB is poor
due to an unfavorable wireless environment, or the UE has
reached the maximum number of access attempts success-
fully. In the latter case the UE increases its CE level.

As such, the number of UEs in CE levels one and two
is expected to be a relatively low number when no conges-
tion has occurred. Building on this, in this study we focus
on the access control of the UEs in CE level zero as these
contribute the most to congestion in the PRACH and as-
sume that different preambles have been assigned to each
CE level.

4. Access class barring configuration (ACBC)
scheme

In this section we describe in detail the operation of our
novel ACBC scheme. It is important to emphasize that a
remarkable feature of our ACBC scheme is that it strictly
adheres to the ACB scheme as defined in the specifica-
tions [7, 8]. That is, we provide an efficient method to cal-
culate adequate parameters for the ACB scheme defined in
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RA procedure

Delay
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u( j)
+
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+

y( j)

{tacb ( j), pacb ( j) }
ACB configuration

(ACBC)

Random access (RA)ACB

Figure 2: Block diagram of the LTE-A RA procedure with our novel
ACBC scheme. The random access is performed at each RAO,
whereas the ACBC can only be performed once every tsi RAOs.

the standards. Therefore, it can be directly implemented
at the eNBs.

The block diagram that describes the operation of the
RA procedure with our ACBC scheme is shown in Fig. 2,
from which two main blocks are clearly identified: random
access (RA) and ACB configuration (ACBC). The RA,
depicted in the upper part of Fig. 2, operates as described
in Section 3.

Let a(i) be the number of UEs that attempt to switch
from idle to connected mode for the first time at the ith
RAO (i.e., UE arrivals). These UEs are subject to the
ACB scheme.

Next, let f (i) be the number of UEs whose barring
check at the ith RAO is successful. These UEs proceed to
perform the RA procedure; hence, f (i) is also the num-
ber of UEs whose first preamble is transmitted at the ith
RAO. Finally, s (i) is the number of UEs that have suc-
cessfully transmitted a preamble at the ith RAO and that
will receive an uplink grant within the ith (i.e. next) RAR
window. Clearly, the RA is performed at each and every
RAO. Therefore, the discrete time index i stands for the
epoch number, where the epoch duration is one RAO.

In the ACBC block, depicted in the lower part of Fig. 2,
the eNB calculates the barring parameters: mean barring
time tacb( j) and barring rate pacb( j) that will be broadcast
through the jth SIB2. The SIB2 is broadcast once every
tsi RAOs, hence, these parameters are adapted according
to the perceived signaling traffic intensity throughout this
period. As such, the discrete time index j stands for the
epoch number when the epoch duration is tsi RAOs. Con-
sequently, the ACBC block operates at a time scale that
is tsi times greater than that of the RA block. Specifi-
cally, the jth SIB2 is broadcast at the i = ( jtsi)th RAO.
Therefore, pacb( j) remains constant from the ( jtsi + 1)th
until the (( j + 1) tsi)th RAO. We now describe in detail the
processes to calculate the barring parameters pacb( j) and
tacb( j).

The eNB calculates the ratio of utilized to available
resources immediately before the jth SIB2 transmission.
For this, let Rs be the RV that defines the number of suc-
cessful preambles at the a given RAO. Also let n(i) be the
number of contending UEs (i.e., total number of preamble
transmissions) at the ith RAO. From there, the theoreti-
cal PRACH (uplink) capacity can be defined as the maxi-
mum expected value of Rs for a given number of available
preambles r and for any n(i) ∈ R≥0. The PRACH ca-
pacity is achieved when the number of contending UEs is
n(i) = [log (r/(r − 1))]−1 and is calculated in [24] as follows.

c (r) =
[
log

( r
r − 1

)]−1 (
1 − 1

r

)[ log
(

r
r−1

)
]
−1−1

. (2)

In previous studies [20], we found that

c (r) ≈ r
(
1 − 1

r

)r−1
≈ r

e
, (3)

where e is the Euler’s number.
Next, let c

(
r, nug

)
be the theoretical capacity of the

channels involved in the RA procedure: PRACH and PD-
CCH. The capacity of the PDCCH is simply determined
by the number of available uplink grants per RAR window,
nug [10]. Hence, we have

c
(
r, nug

)
= min

{
c (r) , nug

}
. (4)

That is, the capacity of the RA procedure is the minimum
between the PRACH capacity and the PDCCH capacity.
We refer to c

(
r, nug

)
simply as the signaling capacity.

With this information, the ratio of utilized to available
resources is calculated in the scaling filter block shown in
Fig. 2 immediately before the jth SIB2 transmission (i.e.,
at the ( jtsi)th RAO) as

ŝ( j) =
1

tsi c
(
r, nug

)
jtsi∑

i=( j−1)tsi+1
s (i) . (5)

Then, let u( j) be the ratio of idle to available resources
for the jth SIB2 broadcast interval. It is easily calculated
as

u( j) = 1 − ŝ( j). (6)

Next, u( j) serves as the input to the adaptive filtering
process, whose output y( j) is used to calculate the barring
rate for the jth SIB2 broadcast interval

pacb( j) = min {y( j), 1} . (7)

Hence, pacb( j) decreases with the ratio of idle to available
resources. This increases the probability of delaying the
beginning of the RA procedure when most of the resources
have been utilized.

Finally, we propose the dynamic selection of the mean
barring time tacb( j) as a function of pacb( j). For this,
let tmax be the longest mean barring time that can be
broadcast by the eNB. Hereafter we refer to tmax simply as
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the barring indicator; it is fixed and selected empirically
by the network administrator. Then, the mean barring
time is calculated as

tacb( j) = (1 − pacb( j))ω tmax; (8)

where exponent ω ∈ R≥0. The impact of parameter ω on
the performance of our ACBC scheme is discussed in Sec-
tion 6. We now proceed to describe the selected adaptive
algorithm and the two different configurations that were
implemented in our ACBC scheme.

4.1. Adaptive filtering algorithm configurations

Our ACBC scheme incorporates an adaptive filtering
algorithm to continuously adapt the weights of a filter ac-
cording to the ratio of idle to available resources. While
any adaptive algorithm can be incorporated, we have se-
lected the simple and robust least-mean-square (LMS) al-
gorithm. The latter is widely used because of its simplicity
and numerical robustness [36]. Concretely, the complex-
ity of the LMS algorithm is O (M), where M is the filter
length. That is, it scales linearly with the filter length as
2M+1 multiplications and 2M+1 additions are performed
per iteration (i.e., per ACBC process) [36]. Since the eNBs
possess great computational power, they can easily imple-
ment the LMS algorithm. A widely used alternative to
the LMS is the recursive-least squares (RLS) algorithm,
but our initial analyses revealed that the benefits of the
LMS outperform those of the RLS for the target applica-
tion.

The block diagram of the LMS adaptive algorithm is
shown in Fig. 3. A buffer has been incorporated to clearly
illustrate that the ratio of idle resources during the last M
SIB2 intervals,

u( j) = [u( j), u( j − 1), . . . , u( j − M + 1)] , (9)

serves as the input to the algorithm. In other words, a
single value of u( j) is the input to the buffer as indicated
by the thin arrow, and the output of the buffer is a vector
as indicated by the thick arrows.

As Fig. 3 shows, the LMS algorithm consists of two
processes: the filtering and the adaptive process, which
result in a feedback loop. In the filtering process, the out-
put of a finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filter y( j)
is computed from u( j).

In the adaptive process, the output y( j) is compared
to the desired response d( j) to obtain the a priori error
e( j). Then, e( j) serves as an input to the adaptive weight
control mechanism. The latter is in charge of adapting the
weights of the FIR filter

w( j) = [w0( j),w1( j), . . . ,wM−1( j)] , (10)

automatically based on e( j) and on the adaptation step
size µ. The LMS adaptive algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 2.

Adaptive weight
control

FIR filter w ( j) Buffer

∑

u ( j)y( j)

–

u( j)

e( j)

+

d( j)

Adaptive filtering

Figure 3: Block diagram of the LMS adaptive algorithm.

Algorithm 2 LMS adaptive algorithm.

Input: the number of filter coefficients (i.e., the filter
length) M

Input: the adaptation step size µ
1: Initialize the vector of filter coefficients w (0) and the

input vector u (0) as

wm (0) = u (−m) = 0, m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1} (11)

2: for all j = 1, 2, . . . do
3: Select the desired response d( j)
4: Filtering process:

y( j) = wT( j)u( j) (12)

5: Adaptive process:

e( j) = d( j) − y( j) (13a)

w ( j + 1) = w( j) + µe( j)u( j) (13b)

6: end for

It is important to mention that µ determines the so-
called energy constraint or rate of adjustment α, which
links the a priori error e( j) with the a posteriori error
ε( j) as follows [37, Chapter 5.3].

ε( j) = d( j) − uT( j) w( j + 1)

= d( j) − uT( j) (w( j) + µ u( j) e( j))
= (1 − α( j)) e( j);

(14)

where α( j) = µ ‖u( j)‖2 is the energy constraint at time
index j and ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm operator. As such,
parameter α determines the rate at which w( j) is adjusted,
based on u( j).

For the LMS algorithm to be stable, the value of µ
must satisfy [36–38]

|1 − α( j) | ≤ 1 ∀ j, (15)

which gives
0 < αmax ≤ 2; (16)
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where αmax = µ max
{
‖u( j)‖2

}
for all j.

Please observe that, in our ACBC scheme, αmax is
achieved when no UE arrivals occur during M consecutive
RAOs, which gives u( j − m) = 1 for m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}.
In such case, all the resources are idle, hence, we have
αmax = µM. Building on this, the possible values of µ are
bounded by the inequality

0 < µ ≤ 2

M
. (17)

One of the most typical applications of the LMS adap-
tive algorithm is that of an adaptive line enhancer (ALE).
An ALE is a system that may be used to detect a si-
nusoidal or narrowband information-bearing signal buried
in a wideband noise background [36, Chapter 6]. In our
ACBC scheme, sudden variations of u( j) represent the
wideband noise, in which the narrowband information sig-
nal is buried. In other words, u( j) is affected by the ran-
domness of both, the distribution of UE arrivals and of the
RA procedure. Hence, the filter weights are automatically
adjusted by the LMS algorithm to suppress the sudden
variations of u( j).

In this study we propose and evaluate the performance
of two different configurations of the LMS ALE. The first
one is the typical ALE configuration and the second one,
is a novel twist in the ALE configuration that causes the
LMS algorithm to pull towards a desired output which is
selected empirically. Hereafter we refer to the latter as
the pulling adaptive line enhancer (PALE) configuration.
The differences between these two configurations are now
described in detail.

ALE: This a typical ALE configuration, in which the
desired response (primary input) is the ratio of idle to
available resources calculated at the jth SIB2 broadcast
interval d( j) = u( j). The (reference) input, is a delayed
version of the latter. That is, u( j − ∆), where ∆ is the
decorrelation delay. Therefore, the input vector is given as

u( j − ∆) = [u ( j − ∆) , u ( j − ∆ − 1) , . . . , u ( j − ∆ − M + 1)] .
(18)

By implementing the ALE configuration, the filter
weights are automatically adjusted to minimize the er-
ror between u( j) and its past values u( j − ∆ − m) for
m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. As a consequence, sudden variations
are suppressed from y( j). To implement this configura-
tion, it is sufficient to substitute d( j) with u( j), and u( j)
with u( j − ∆) in equations (12), (13a), and (13b) of Algo-
rithm 2. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the ALE-LMS.

A consideration of importance in this configuration is
that the decorrelation delay ∆ must be sufficiently large so
the noise in u( j) is not correlated with that in u( j − ∆).
We have observed that, since tsi is large when compared
to trao, it is sufficient to set ∆ = 1.

PALE: This is a new twist on the typical ALE con-
figuration, in which the desired response (primary input)
d( j) is set to be a constant, selected empirically. On the
other hand, the (reference) input is simply u( j). That is,

Adaptive weight
control

FIR filter w ( j)

Buffer

z−∆

∑

u ( j − ∆)

y( j)

–
u( j − ∆)

u( j)

e( j)

+

Adaptive filtering

Figure 4: Block diagram of the adaptive line enhancer (ALE) with
the LMS adaptive algorithm.

no correlation exists between the constant d( j), and the
variations in u( j −∆) for all ∆ ∈ Z≥0. Therefore we can set
∆ = 0.

By implementing the PALE configuration, the filter
weights are automatically adjusted to minimize the error
between d( j) and u( j), and to suppress the sudden varia-
tions of the latter. As a result, pacb( j) is pulled towards
d( j). Building on this, we suggest to set d( j) = 1. That
is, equal to the maximum value of u( j), which is only ob-
tained when all the resources during the SIB2 broadcast
interval are idle. As it will be seen in Section 6, setting
d( j) = 1 minimizes the delay of UEs during intervals of
low signaling traffic intensity.

5. Test scenarios, tools, and methodology

In this section we present the scenarios, the tools, and
the methodology that will be used to assess the perfor-
mance of our ACBC scheme.

Access control schemes must provide an adequate per-
formance under several traffic conditions and network con-
figurations. Hence, we evaluate the performance of the
LTE-A RA procedure with our ACBC scheme under the
following traffic models.

1. Traffic model 1: An interval in which n = 30 000
UE arrivals follow a uniform distribution within a
period of tdist = 60 s [10]. This scenario corresponds
to a period with a massive number of UE arrivals,
still the number of UE arrivals per RAO a(i) is small
when compared to the theoretical signaling capacity.
Hence, ≈ 100 percent of the UEs successfully com-
plete the RA procedure even when the ACB scheme
is disabled. The performance evaluation under this
scenario is relevant because it allows us to determine
whether the UE arrivals that occur within intervals
of low signaling traffic intensity are affected by the
implemented ACBC scheme. For example, with an
additional and unnecessary delay.

2. Traffic model 2: A high congestion interval in
which n = 30 000 UE arrivals follow a Beta(3, 4) dis-
tribution within a distribution period of tdist = 10 s
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Table 1: Characteristics of the different traffic models defined by the
3GPP for the performance evaluation of the RA procedure [10].

Parameter Traffic model 1 Traffic model 2

Number of UEs n 30 000 30 000

Distribution period tdist (s) 60 10

Distribution over tdist Uniform Beta(3, 4)

Table 2: Parameters for the selected network configuration.

Parameter Setting

Available preambles r ∈ {30, 54}
Subframe length 1 ms

RAO periodicity trao = 5 subframes

RAR window size 5 subframes

Available uplink grants per RAR window nug = 15

si-Periodicity 80 ms

SIB2 periodicity in RAOs tsi = 16

Maximum number of preamble transmissions 10

Backoff indicator 20 ms

Detection probability for the kth preamble
transmission

Pd (k) = 1 − 1/ek

Maximum number of Msg3 and Msg4 transmis-
sions

5

Detection probability for Msg3 and Msg4 0.9

[10]. The performance evaluation under this traffic
model is the one that has attracted the most atten-
tion from the research community [10, 11, 24, 32]
because only 31.31 percent of the UEs successfully
complete the RA procedure when a typical configu-
ration is selected.

The main characteristics of these two traffic models are
shown in Table 1.

The most common configuration for the PRACH is
adopted along with other common settings and assump-
tions regarding the RA procedure [10, 11, 24, 32]. The
selected configuration parameters for the RACH and the
PDCCH, which are common for both traffic models are
shown in Table 2. We assume a similar configuration for
the NB-IoT PRACH and PDCCH.

A total of 48 and 64 preambles exist in NB-IoT and in
LTE-A respectively. However, the eNB commonly reserves
some preambles for high priority UEs in LTE-A and for
higher CE levels in NB-IoT. The most typical setting for
the number of available preambles for the contention-based
RA procedure in LTE-A is r = 54, in which ten out of the
total 64 preambles are reserved for contention-free RA [10,
11, 24, 32]. On the other hand, setting r = 30 for CE level
zero in NB-IoT allows for the reservation of the remaining
18 preambles for UEs with a higher CE level.

These two different values of r are quantitatively differ-
ent from the perspective of our ACBC scheme. To show-
case this difference, let Si be the RV that defines the num-
ber of assigned uplink grants at the ith RAO. We show the
expected value of Si as a function of n(i) for a given r ∈

r = 54

r = 30

c (54, 15)

c (30, 15)

[
log
(
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29

)]−1 [
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)]−1
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Figure 5: Expected number of assigned uplink grants E [Si ; r ] as a
function of the number of contending UEs at the ith RAO n(i) for
r ∈ {30, 54} and nug = 15. The x-axis is shown in logarithmic scale.

{30, 54}, denoted as E [Si; r] in Fig. 5. It can be seen that
E [Si; r] is an increasing function that reaches its absolute
maximum when the number of preamble transmissions per
RAO is [log (r/(r − 1))]−1. Hence, our ACBC scheme will
decrease pacb( j) as n(i) increases until [log (r/(r − 1))]−1;
this is the desired behavior. Conversely, E [Si; r] becomes
a decreasing function for n(i) > [log (r/(r − 1))]−1, which
in turn causes our ACBC scheme to increases pacb( j). In
other words, the operation of our ACBC scheme is ade-
quate if n(i) ≤ [log (r/(r − 1))]−1.

It can also be observed in Fig. 5 that the rate of change
of E [Si; r] is higher for r = 30 than for r = 54, especially
as n(i) → [log (r/(r − 1))]−1. The main reason for this is
that c (30, 15) (i.e., the theoretical signaling capacity for
r = 30) is limited by the number of preambles. On the
other hand, c (54, 15) is mainly limited by nug = 15. As
will be confirmed throughout the following section, this
in turn makes the adequate configuration of our ACBC
scheme more challenging for r = 30 than for r = 54.

Results were obtained by means of a C-based simulator
that closely replicates the arrival process of the UEs, the
ACB scheme, and the RA procedure as described in the
specifications [7, 8]. In each simulation, the adaptive al-
gorithm is initialized as described previously and the filter
weights are stabilized. Then, n = 30 000 UE arrivals are
scheduled within the distribution period, tdist, which be-
gins at i = 0. The jth SIB2 is broadcast at the ( jtsi + ir )th
RAO, where ir = U [0, tsi − 1] is a discrete random time
shift. A simulation run ends when every UE has termi-
nated the RA procedure. The number of simulation runs
is set to the smallest number that ensures that all the cu-
mulative KPIs obtained up to the last simulation differ
from those obtained up to the previous simulation by less
than 0.01 percent.

5.1. Performance metrics and adequate configuration

In this paper, we assess the performance in terms of
the following KPIs.

1. Success probability Ps defined as the probability to
successfully complete the RA procedure within the
maximum number of preamble transmissions.
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2. Access delay D defined as the time elapsed between
the first access attempt (barring check or preamble
transmission) of a UE and the successful completion
of its RA procedure. It is assessed in terms of the
95th percentile D95 given in seconds. That is, the
delay of 95 percent of the UEs that successfully com-
plete the RA procedure is D95 or less. The perfor-
mance under the traffic model 1 is assessed in terms
of the increase in delay due to the implementation of
an ACBC scheme given as ∆D95 = D95 − D∗95, where
D∗95 is the 95th percentile of access delay obtained
with no ACB scheme for the selected configuration.

3. Number of preamble transmissions performed by the
UEs that successfully complete the RA procedure K .
It is assessed in terms of its expected value E [K ].

The methodology for our study is as follows. We first
find an adequate value of parameter µ. For this, we observe
the behavior of our ACBC scheme under the traffic model
1 for different values of µ in the range defined by (17).
An adequate value of µ is selected empirically based on
the response from the adaptive filter. Specifically, we aim
to suppress the sudden variations of u( j) while achieving
the fastest possible convergence toward its expected value
E [u( j)]. It is important to emphasize that similar trial
and error approaches to select µ are the most common in
the practice [39]. The reason for this is that µ depends on
several factors that are application-specific and may not
be known. Consequently, the selection of an optimal value
is oftentimes impossible.

Then, we continue to find the “optimal” configuration
of our ACBC scheme. It is defined as the combination of
the barring indicator tmax, filter length M, and exponent ω
that leads to the minimum D95 under both traffic models
given Ps ≥ 0.95 under the traffic model 2 for a given r.
We denote the optimal values of these parameters as t∗max,
M∗, and ω∗, respectively.

Duan et al. [17] proposed an idealized full state infor-
mation scheme that is used as a benchmark for their ACBC
scheme; the latter is called D-ACB. As described by Duan
et al. [17], the benchmark scheme has full state information
on the number of contending UEs at each RAO, hence, it
can select the optimal barring rate accordingly. On the
other hand, their D-ACB scheme estimated the number of
contending UEs based on the number of successful and idle
preambles, but also on the number of previously registered
UEs.

It is important to observe that all of the ACBC schemes
presented by Duan et al. [17] were designed for an idealized
ACB scheme. That is, they assume the barring parame-
ters are calculated and transmitted at each RAO and also
that every UE is subject to the ACB scheme even after ini-
tiating the RA procedure. This is not the behavior of the
ACB scheme as defined in the protocol specifications [7].

Therefore, we have extended the original benchmark
scheme proposed by Duan et al. [17] to cope with the pe-

riodicity of the SIB2 tsi. As such, the optimal barring rate
is calculated as

p∗acb( j) = min

{
1,

r
n′( j)

}
(19)

where

n′( j) =
1

tsi

jtsi∑

i=( j−1)tsi+1
n (i) ; (20)

please recall that n(i) is the number of contending UEs at
the ith RAO.

Also, please observe that (19) is exactly as defined
by Duan et al. [17] for tsi = 1, and we simply introduce
n′( j) to obtain the average optimal barring rate for any
tsi ≥ 1 RAO. Hereafter we refer to this extended scheme
simply as the idealized full state information (IFI) scheme;
it is used to assess the performance of our ACBC scheme.
The barring time tacb( j) at each barring check under both
schemes is deterministic of one RAO [17].

In the following section, we present relevant results de-
rived from the performance analysis of both, the ALE and
PALE configurations, along with their optimal parameter
configurations.

6. Results and discussion

In this section we present and discuss relevant results
obtained from the performance evaluation of the RA pro-
cedure with our ACBC scheme. As a starting point, we
find an adequate value for parameter µ. Then, we com-
pare the performance of our ACBC scheme with that of:
1) our ACBC scheme with no filtering process; 2) a static
ACBC scheme with fixed p∗acb( j) and t∗acb( j); and 3) the
IFI scheme. The optimal configuration of each of these
schemes is assumed. Next, we showcase the robustness
of our ACBC scheme by evaluating the impact that devia-
tions from the optimal configuration have on performance.
Finally, we discuss the impact of realistic assumptions on
the performance of the IFI scheme.

We investigate the impact of µ on the response of the
adaptive algorithm by observing its behavior under the
traffic model 1. For this, Fig. 6 shows the response of the
algorithm during the first 100 SIB2 transmissions with the
ALE configuration for µ ∈ {2/M, 1/(25M), 1/(50M)}. Re-
sults from a single simulation run are shown to showcase
the impact of µ; we have confirmed that these results rep-
resent the common behavior of the adaptive algorithm.
Typical values M = 32 and r = 54 have been selected and
UEs ignore the ACB scheme (e.g., were assigned to high
priority ACs). That is, at this point we are only interested
in observing the difference between the calculated u( j) and
pacb( j), not in their effect in the UE arrivals.

In particular, we are set to find a setting for µ that suc-
cessfully reduces the variations of u( j) with the fastest pos-
sible convergence toward E [u( j)]. Under the traffic model
1, n = 30 000 UE accesses are uniformly distributed within
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Figure 6: Ratio of idle to available resources u( j) and barring rate
pacb ( j) calculated at the jth SIB2 for µ ∈ {2/M, 1/(25M ), 1/(50M ) };
UEs ignore the ACB scheme.

60 s. Next, let A be the RV that defines the number of
UE accesses at an arbitrary RAO within the distribution
period. Hence, a(i) is the outcome of a single experiment
for RV A at the ith RAO. Given trao = 5 subframes, we
have E [A] = n/12 000 = 2.5. From there, the following
approximation can be obtained by substituting s(i) with
E [A] in (5) and (6).

E [u( j)] ≈ 1 − 1

tsi c
(
r, nug

)
jtsi∑

i=( j−1)tsi+1
E [A] = 1 − E [A]

c
(
r, nug

)

(21)
which gives E [u( j)] ≈ 5/6 for r = 54. This value has been
confirmed by simulation and by an analytical model [16].

It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the maximum possible
value of µ = 2/M does not provide the desired response
because the variations of pacb( j) are even greater than that
of u( j). On the other hand, the LMS algorithm behaves
as a low-pass filter with a sharp cutoff bandwidth that
successfully suppresses the sudden variations of u( j) when
lower values of µ are selected. However, it can also be
observed in Fig. 6 that µ = 1/(50M) induces a slightly
higher delay than µ = 1/(25M). That is, the curve for
µ = 1/(50M) converges more slowly toward E [u( j)] than
the curve for µ = 1/(25M) and the variations of both are
comparable. Hence, µ = 1/(25M) is used throughout the
remainder of the paper. The interested reader is referred
to [36, Chapter 6] for more details on the impact of µ in
the response of the LMS algorithm.

6.1. Performance of ACBC schemes with the optimal con-
figuration

We begin our performance analysis by presenting the
optimal configuration of the selected ACBC schemes given
tsi = 16 RAOs in Table 3. As mentioned above, the op-
timal configuration of each ACBC scheme is defined as
the configuration that leads to the shortest D95 under
both traffic models, given Ps ≥ 0.95 under the traffic
model 2. To find the optimal configuration of our ACBC
scheme, we have evaluated the performance with ω ∈ Z≥0,
M ∈ {1, 2, 4, . . . , 128}, and tmax ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 10} s for each
r ∈ {30, 54}. We have observed that the optimal value of

Table 3: Optimal configuration of the different ACBC schemes.

ACBC scheme Parameter Optimal value

r = 30 r = 54

ALE ω 3 3

M 32 32

tmax 3.8 0.3

PALE M 16 32

tacb ( j) = tmax 4.2 0.6

No filtering ω 0 2

tmax 5.4 3.3

Static pacb ( j) 0.11 0.31

tacb ( j) 1.2 1.75

the mean barring time for the PALE configuration is sim-
ply p∗acb( j) = t∗max.

The KPIs obtained under both traffic models with
the optimal configuration of each of the selected ACBC
schemes are presented in Table 4. KPIs obtained with no
implemented ACB scheme have been included as a refer-
ence. The success probability Ps under the traffic model 1
has been omitted because it is equal to one for all cases.

It is important to emphasize that the IFI scheme can-
not be implemented in current cellular systems. As a con-
sequence, the performance reported in Table 4 for the IFI
scheme is not achievable in practice. However, it provides
an upper bound for the performance of the ACB scheme.
A detailed study on the impact of realistic assumptions on
the performance of the IFI scheme is presented on page 13.

Table 4 reveals that Ps ≥ 0.95 can be obtained with
any of the selected ACBC schemes under the traffic model
2 for both r ∈ {30, 54}. As it can be seen, the D95 ob-
tained with our ACBC scheme with the ALE and PALE
configurations is up to 50 percent shorter than with no
filtering process. This showcases the benefits the adaptive
filter. Moreover, the D95 obtained with our ACBC under
the traffic model 2 is, in the worst case, around 28 percent
longer than the one obtained with the IFI scheme. This
difference is significant, but is important to emphasize that
our ACBC scheme can be implemented at the eNBs in its
current form.

Yet another interesting aspect is that the D95 obtained
with our ACBC scheme under the traffic model 2 is around
48 percent shorter than the one obtained with the static
ACBC despite the long period tsi = 16. Still, the achieved
D95 with any of the ACBC schemes under the traffic model
2 is in the order of a few seconds; such long delay is only
suitable for delay-tolerant applications.

Needless to say, the optimal performance under the
traffic model 1 is obtained with no ACB scheme, but also
with the IFI scheme. That is, the effect of the deterministic
barring time of one RAO combined with a sufficiently high
p∗acb( j) is not observable in the selected KPIs. On the other
hand, the longest D95 under the traffic model 2 is obtained
with the static ACBC and a similar D95 is obtained under
the traffic model 1. Naturally, the static ACBC is not an
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Table 4: KPIs obtained with the optimal configuration of the selected ACBC schemes and with no ACB scheme under both traffic models.

Traffic model 1 Traffic model 2

95th percentile Expected number 95th percentile Expected number

of access of preamble Success of access of preamble

delay (s) transmissions probability delay (s) transmissions

ACBC scheme r = 30 r = 54 r = 30 r = 54 r = 30 r = 54 r = 30 r = 54 r = 30 r = 54

ALE 0.110 0.057 1.576 1.500 0.951 0.965 14.450 6.807 2.438 2.584

PALE 0.065 0.059 1.575 1.500 0.968 0.979 14.425 7.286 2.557 2.485

No filtering 6.984 0.165 1.567 1.500 0.997 0.967 21.440 10.839 2.065 2.189

Static 30.349 13.379 1.548 1.494 0.951 0.950 30.927 13.584 2.348 2.635

IFI 0.060 0.055 1.576 1.500 0.988 0.971 11.491 5.468 3.123 3.392

No ACB 0.060 0.055 1.575 1.500 0.115 0.313 0.175 0.182 3.157 3.452

efficient solution to congestion.
Table 4 also shows that the D95 obtained with our

ACBC scheme under the traffic model 1 is less than seven
percent higher than the minimum, achieved with no ACB
scheme. The only exception occurs with the ALE config-
uration for r = 30. In this case, setting ω = 3 is not suf-
ficient to achieve a lower D95 and, as it will be discussed
later in this section, selecting ω ≥ 4 sharply increases t∗max

to the point that there is no tmax ≤ 10 s that leads to
Ps ≥ 0.95 under the traffic model 2. Moreover, the effect
of increasing ω on t∗max is magnified if no filtering process
is incorporated to our ACBC scheme. Concretely, no com-
bination of tmax and ω > 0 given r = 30 exists for which
Ps ≥ 0.95 and selecting ω = 0 results in an excessively long
access delay under the traffic model 1.

We have also evaluated the performance of our ACBC
scheme with the optimal configuration shown in Table 3
under congestion scenarios comparable to the traffic model
2. For instance, when n = 30 000 UE arrivals follow a
Beta (4, 4) distribution over tdist = 10 s. The peak in the
average number of UE arrivals is around five percent higher
for Beta (4, 4) than for Beta (3, 4). The performance of our
ACBC scheme under this traffic model is comparable to
that under the traffic model 2 (see Table 4) as Ps ≥ 0.93 is
achieved with both the ALE and PALE configurations for
r ∈ {30, 54}. Furthermore, the difference in D95 between
these two traffic models is less than one percent.

Now we proceed to compare the behavior of the ALE
and PALE configurations. For this, Fig. 7 shows the ratio
of idle to available resources u( j) and pacb( j) with the
optimal ALE and PALE configurations given r = 54. A
similar behavior was observed for r = 30, so these results
have been omitted.

It is important to point out that the first 12 000 RAOs
after the beginning of the distribution period are shown in
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b as tsi = 16 RAOs. On the other hand,
the first 3200 RAOs are shown in Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d.
Again, results from a single simulation run are shown and
we have confirmed that these correspond to the common
behavior of our ACBC scheme.

We can clearly observe in Fig. 7 that the filtering pro-

cess smooths out the sudden variations (noise) of u( j).
The result is a much more stable and accurate selection
of pacb( j). Also it can be seen that the calculated u( j)
with the ALE configuration under the traffic model 1 (see
Fig. 7a) is similar to the one calculated with the PALE
configuration (see Fig. 7b) despite the fact that, for the for-
mer, pacb( j) < 1 for all j. This is caused by the selection of
ω∗ = 3 and t∗max = 0.3 s, which results in tacb( j) ≈ 1 ·10−3 s
for all j, which is negligible.

On the other hand, the “pulling” effect of the PALE
configuration can be clearly observed in Fig. 7b and in
Fig. 7d. That is, pacb( j) > u( j) for most j with the PALE
configuration under the traffic model 2, and for every j
under the traffic model 1. This effect is emphasized by the
red arrows, which indicate the difference in amplitude be-
tween u( j) and pacb( j). For instance, Fig. 7c clearly shows
that u(20) < pacb(20), while u(160) > pacb(160) with the
ALE configuration. This is caused by the delay in the re-
sponse of the algorithm. On the other hand, Fig. 7d shows
that u( j) < pacb( j) for both j ∈ {20, 160} with the PALE
configuration. Although the difference between u(160) and
pacb(160) is considerably small.

6.2. Robustness of the proposed ACBC scheme

In this subsection we showcase the robustness of our
ACBC scheme by showing the impact that deviations from
the optimal ALE and PALE configurations have on per-
formance.

We first investigate the impact of deviations from the
optimal value of ω on the performance of the ALE con-
figuration. For this, the obtained ∆D95 (under the traffic
model 1) is shown in Fig. 8a and the obtained D95 under
the traffic model 2 is shown in Fig. 8b for ω ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}
and r ∈ {30, 54}, given t∗max. Fig. 8 only shows plots cor-
responding to r = 30 when ω ≤ 3 because there is no
t∗max ≤ 10 s for ω > 4. That is, there is no tmax ≤ 10 s
that leads to Ps ≥ 0.95 for ω ≥ 4 when r = 30. This same
occurs for ω ≥ 8 when r = 54.

Fig. 8a also shows that high values of ω sharply de-
crease ∆D95 but, as described above, excessively high val-
ues of ω may greatly increase t∗max. Building on this, ω
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Figure 7: Ratio of idle to available resources u( j) and barring rate pacb ( j) calculated at the jth SIB2 for a single simulation run and r = 54
for the cases: (a) ALE, traffic model 1; (b) PALE, traffic model 1; (c) ALE, traffic model 2; and (d) PALE traffic model 2.

must be selected to reduce the access delay under the traf-
fic model 1, but also to achieve an adequate response under
the traffic model 2, especially if r = 30.

Next, we evaluate the impact on performance of de-
viations from M∗ and from t∗max, given that ω∗ is se-
lected. For this, we illustrate Ps and D95 under the traffic
model 2 for the ALE and PALE configurations in Fig. 9;
M ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64} and tmax ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 5} s. Again, only
results for r = 54 are shown as a similar behavior was ob-
served for r = 30. Results obtained with no ACB scheme
are also included as a reference.

Fig. 9 shows that the Ps obtained with our ACBC
scheme is higher than that with no ACB with any tmax ∈
R>0. It can also be observed that Ps > 0.95 for all
tmax > t∗max. That is, selecting tmax > t∗max results in
an adequate Ps but slightly increases D95. For example,
D95 = 8.380 and D95 = 8.108 for the ALE and PALE con-
figurations respectively if an intuitive value tmax = 1 s is
selected along with M∗ = 32. On the other hand, selecting
tmax < t∗max results in a drastic drop in Ps, except for the
ALE configuration with M = 16. Building on this, and
on the fact that in a real world implementation it would
be hard to select t∗max since the exact distribution of the
arrivals is ignored, it is advisable to follow a preventive
approach and select a relatively high tmax.

Also, it can also be observed from Fig. 9 that the best
performance is obtained with M = 32. That is, the lowest
t∗max was obtained by selecting M = 32, which leads to the
lowest D95. However, the performance obtained with other
values of M is just slightly inferior. Consequently, the

performance of our ACBC scheme is not greatly affected
by the selected value of M, given that excessively short or
long values are avoided.

6.3. Impact of realistic assumptions on the performance of
the IFI scheme

We conclude our performance analysis by evaluating
the performance of the IFI scheme under different scenar-
ios. By doing so, we illustrate the impact of the factors
that hinder the accurate selection of barring parameters.
We assume the eNB always has perfect information on the
number of UEs that will perform an access attempt at each
RAO (i.e., even before the RAO occurs), and hence, can
select the optimal barring rate as in (19).

The scenarios are defined by two different factors. The
first one is the selectivity of the ACB scheme and the sec-
ond one is the periodicity of the SIB2 tsi. That is, we
assume that either: 1) every UE is subject to the ACB
scheme; or 2) only the UEs that have not yet begun the
RA procedure are subject to the ACB scheme. We also
consider tsi ∈ {1, 16}. Hence, we consider the hypothet-
ical case in which tsi = 1 besides the lowest achievable
tsi = 16 RAOs in LTE-A. The combination of these two
factors results in the four scenarios included in Table 5,
where we show the Ps obtained with the IFI scheme.

As it can be seen, the main factor that hinders the
proper operation of the IFI scheme is the selectivity of
the ACB scheme. That is, the IFI scheme can deal with
the real periodicity of the SIB2 because a sufficiently high
Ps ≥ 0.95 is achieved when every UE is subject to the
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Figure 8: (a) Increase in the 95th percentile of access delay under the traffic model 1 ∆D95 and (b) 95th percentile of access delay D95 under
the traffic model 2 given t∗max, M∗, and ω for the ALE configuration; r ∈ {30, 54}. No t∗max ≤ 10 s exists for ω ≥ 4 and r = 30
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Figure 9: Success probability Ps for the: (a) ALE and (b) PALE configurations, and 95th percentile of access delay D95 for the: (c) ALE
and (d) PALE configurations as a function of tmax under the traffic model 2; r = 54 and ω∗.

ACB scheme. On the other hand, the performance of the
IFI scheme is poor if the UEs are only subject to the ACB
scheme before they initiate the RA procedure.

Concretely, if we compare the IFI scheme in this latter
scenario with the case in which no ACB scheme is imple-
mented (see Table 4 on page 12), a similar Ps = 0.313 is
obtained with r = 54. On the other hand, the Ps obtained
with r = 30 is even lower with the IFI scheme than with
no ACB scheme (i.e., Ps = 0.115 with no ACB scheme).
This problem may be solved by an adequate selection of
the barring time tacb( j), but no strategies to fine-tune this
parameter were investigated in [17].

Table 5: Success probability obtained with the IFI scheme under
different scenarios.

UEs subject to the SIB2 periodicity, Success

IFI scheme tsi (RAOs) probability Ps

r = 30 r = 54

Every UE 1 0.987 0.988

16 0.988 0.971

Only the UEs that have not 1 0.106 0.313

yet begun the RA procedure 16 0.100 0.312
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel ACBC scheme in
which the selection of the barring parameters is based on
the ratio of idle to available resources. The latter serves
as the input to an adaptive filtering process, where the
LMS algorithm is implemented. Two different configura-
tions of this algorithm were evaluated: a typical adaptive
line enhancer (ALE) and a novel “pulling” adaptive line
enhancer (PALE).

Our performance analysis has revealed that the target
success probability of 95 percent under the traffic model
2 can be obtained by means of numerous ACBC schemes.
Nevertheless, our ACBC scheme is one of the few that
combines the following three characteristics: 1) leads to
a nearly optimal performance under periods of no con-
gestion; 2) successfully relieves congestion under mMTC
scenarios while obtaining a short access delay; and 3) can
be directly implemented in current cellular networks. And,
to the best of our knowledge, is the one that provides the
best performance.

Between the ALE and PALE configurations, the latter
is the only configuration that minimizes the access delay
during intervals of low signaling traffic intensity for r = 30.
That is, when the signaling capacity is exclusively limited
by the number of available preambles. On the other hand,
a similar performance can be obtained with both configu-
rations for r = 54. That is, when the signaling capacity is
limited by the number of available uplink grants. The main
practical difference between these configurations relies on
the ease of correctly setting the configuration parameters.
Concretely, the range of adequate values of tmax is larger
for the ALE configuration than for the PALE configura-
tion. On the other hand, no exponential ω is needed for
the PALE configuration.
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